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Abstract
Earthquakes are amongst the most destructive and difficult to predict classes of terrestrial
disaster. This paper presents a statistically significant earthquake forecast made in
advance between August 1st 2016 - January 31st 2017 (184 days) with a calculated Fisher
exact test p-Value of 0.0025. The forecast correctly predicted the presence or absence of
significant earthquake activity for 113 days. Furthermore, of the 72 days that did produce
significant earthquakes, the model predicted 45 earthquake (with low bias) within a
specified 24 hour or better prior warning requirement. The model discussed produces its
forecast data solely from novel theoretic first principles of superfluid space-time fabric
distortions and the J2000 orbital elements of the major planets, Moon and Pluto included.
Thusly, the ability of a planetary model to blindly predict such a high number of days
accurately with very low bias and so few false alarms demonstrates with clarity that the
hypothesis of a fundamental (if yet unexplained) relationship between all solar system
planetary bodies and terrestrial seismic activity can exist. The results are supportive of
future methodologies for using such mechanisms and astrophysical quantized gravity data
to greatly improve Earth tremor and sea thermal forecasting. These future methodologies
are also discussed.
Keywords: earthquake prediction, space-time, gravity modelling, quantized gravity,
climate, non-linear dynamics, chaos theory
Introduction
Given that the current paper relates specifically to the statistical analysis of a prepublished long-range earthquake forecast, a detailed discussion of the theoretical model
used to derive it, is both beyond the scope of this document and not particularly necessary
to test the accuracy of the forecast based upon it. Therefore I shall keep a discussion of
theoretical principles to an understandable minimum.

Brief description of “space-time distortion” theory
With no evidence to the contrary, the author hypothesises that gravity is in itself an
adiabatic (coherent over long periods in varying conditions) 'instantly emerging effect',
developing in-situ as propagating wave-like distortions in an otherwise uniform energetic
field (the space-time fabric). The period and amplitude of such waves are a function of two
variables or processes:
1) the interaction between the strong and weak force structures of particles and matter and
2) the density of the available local field (space-time fabric) within which the emerging
matter or particles are currently located.
Considering the space-time fabric as an inherently uniform and self referential energetic
structure (Forshaw Scot D., 2015), a logically related hypothesis is that sharp contrasts
(distortions) in the distribution density of the space-time fabric itself directly affects the
emergence of gravity and matter in a 'non Newtonian' sense*. Consequently these
distortions affect sub-particle structures in such a way as to modify their fundamental
nuclear variables relative to one another. Broadly speaking, such changes alter the
radiation absorption/decay rate properties, resonance and weak force interactions of both
matter and radiated energy fields in a variety of ways with little or no visible (optical or
discernible) relative effect. Such changes may also be evident in biological processes such
as cell formation (Crawford-Young S., 2006). If an arbitrarily large area of terrestrial
matter (for instance a continent) is positioned midway between two or more highly
contrasting space-time fields (a gravity wave front), the resulting differential nuclear
changes are sufficient to induce a cumulative change in one region that could induce
diabatic physical effects across the border region. The main hypothesis with respect to
earthquake forecasting is that these effects, combined with existing forces, increase or
reduce the likelihood of seismic activity in the affected region.
*It is most important to understand that relative gravity laws (i.e. gravity falls at the
inverse square of distance) are not affected by the presented theory so long as the rate of
change of the space-time field density remains less than the rate of emergence of the
gravitational wave field itself. As long as the above condition is met, relative gravity and
matter structures remain adiabatically stable over great timescales and perturbations.
The forecast tools, methodologies and objectives
The objective of the experiment was to determine whether a forecaster could - with any
level of statistical significance and using the available software models and tools described
- preemptively forecast periods of time during which global earthquake activity would rise
significantly during a period of six consecutive months. Each forecast was published in
both text and audio formats online (Forshaw 2016) prior to the onset of the month to view.
It is noteworthy at this point to impress upon the reader that in actuality the forecast is
immutable, being based on deterministic algorithmic processing of J2000 data and not
based on data of past earthquakes or climate data. It is therefore valid to say that “the
forecast was over 15 years old and the predicted distortions were calculated purely on the
basis of the calculated space-time distortions with respect to planetary positions. Those
positions being reliably calculable for many years in advance”.
The software model setup and example
The software engine used, was the “Toridion Project Quakescanner System” which has
been in public circulation since early 2016 and therefore open to independent validation.
Illustration 1 shows a sample screenshot from the software model with the major
indicators and data visualisations labeled for convenience. The most important indicators

being the “Tidal Stress [Total][Inner]” signals and the “Combined Risk” indicator
(Illustration 2). The Tidal Stress signal has two independent coloured lights running from
green through to red and two special colours of blue and blue with a yellow triangle.

Illustration 1: The software model is able to generate a number of signals including a visual
representation of the predicted flow of currents on a solar system wide scale. The image here
depicts the situation on 14th December 2016. These predicted flows were compared to the NASA
published data from Stereo-A and Stereo-B satellites and were found to correlate strongly to the
actual flows of solar system currents measured and modelled by NASA.

Illustration 2: The Tidal Stress and Combined Risk indicators. Tidal Stress tracks daily solar tidal
stress in terms of inner and outer planets. Any day on which the inner or outer heliocentric tidal
stress is seen to shift in an irregular way results in the warning light illuminating above green.
Blue and Blue/Yellow signify stresses have deviated from normal by a large margin. The
Combined Risk score is a complex variable that attempts to indicate the confidence in and level of
distortion from all other indicated outputs.

These indicators, in combination with the two solar system mapping functions, are used to
predict the arrival of distortions. The example in Illustration 3 shows the cumulative
changes (top) against ≥ magnitude 6 events (bottom) during the month of April 2016. The
results are charted in Table 1.

Illustration 3: Plot of inner planet and total solar system tidal stress for April 2016
Table 1: For the month of April 2016 the table shows days of calculated tidal stress and/or
combined risk at 99% ( in grey). In the lower line all 6+ magnitude events (dark grey). It can be
seen that the 6+ events correlate very well with forecast tidal anomaly predictions.
As an example of the software's further capability, Illustration 4 shows a sample output
from 16th October 2014. On the left is the WSA ENLIL cone model and satellite observation
data (NASA Space Weather Research Center, 2016) from the Stereo-A and Stereo-B
mission (https://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov, 2016). The WSA model visualises solar wind flow
using actual data obtained from the satellites in orbit around the Sun, and uses the WSA
ENLIL cone model to extrapolate the relative intensity and position of solar winds and
plasma streams. The image to the right is generated by the forecast model purely from
J2000 orbital elements and calculations of space-time density distribution and flow.
Although not the focus of this paper, the ability of the model to closely reproduce NASA
published data across a period of decades is noteworthy and demonstrates the accuracy of
the model.

Illustration 4: Actual solar situation as reported by the NASA WSA ENLIL model and STEREO-A/B
satellite mission (left) and the forecast model output for the same day 16/10/2014 (right). Due to
scale issues, the right image is contrast adjusted to ease visibility of the smaller current flows of the
inner planets.
The experiment
Step 1: Obtain the forecast data
The model was run and the output of the tidal stress and combined risk indicators were
streamed to a data file. Using the techniques described in the April 2016 example, this
data was then sanitised by the author and by application of an understanding of the
software outputs a table of dates was constructed . These dates show the most significant
deviations in predicted space-time density according to the model. The graph is shown in
Illustration 5 as “Quantized Gravity Distortions” (QGD).

Illustration 5: Graphs of the days indicated to have large space-time distortions in a short time
frame (e.g hypothesised space-time distortions). The top graph shows the daily forecast, while the
bottom graph shows the 3-day average of the forecast.
Step 2: record the actual earthquakes
Since August 1st 2016 the daily occurrence of earthquakes was retrieved from the USGS
data service as CSV and XML data. (USGS, 2016 – 2017). The data was also accessed at
the website http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ where any significant events
from the previous day were logged into a spreadsheet. Events were categorised by three
types:
•
•
•

4.5 magnitude and above
5.0 magnitude and above
6.0 magnitude and above

Table 2: Forecast and recorded daily earthquake data for August 1st 2016 to January 31st 2017
The magnitude 6+ earthquakes are considered to be “significant”. The significant
earthquakes were retrieved manually every day from the USGS service. Due to the nature
of reviewed earthquake reporting, all results were checked periodically for revision,
downgrading or upgrading etc.

Determination of significance
In order to fairly evaluate the forecast it is necessary to clearly agree upon what constitutes
a significant earthquake activity increase. Due to the apparent nonlinear pattern to the
frequency of earthquakes in the magnitude 4.5 and greater threshold, the task is
complicated. There is no reliable mean average beyond a few days upon which to set a
quiescent point of any accuracy. Over the period of a single year, the highest magnitude
events may occur in months with very low daily activity. Conversely, there are months
with consecutive periods of high event frequency within which a single high magnitude
event will occur on a day with overall activity lower than the recent average. Year on year,
the mean average of magnitude 4.5 or greater events varies hugely, with some highly active
years producing few events of major destructive capability. Therefore it is considered that
any attempt to set a threshold for significance based solely on the number of events is not a
viable method.
USGS Determination of Significance
The USGS website, defines an earthquake as "significant" by an equation with 3 variables:
•
•
•

magnitude significance,
the number of Did You Feel It responses, and
PAGER alert level.

Here is the equation steps:
•
•
•
•

mag_significance = magnitude * 100 * (magnitude / 6.5);
pager_significance = (red) ? 2000 : (orange) ? 1000 : (yellow) ? 500 : 0;
dyfi_significance = min(num_responses, 1000) * max_cdi / 10;
significance = max(mag_significance, pager_significance) + dyfi_significance;

Any event with a significance > 600 is considered a significant event and appears on the
list.
The USGS determination of significance was evaluated for suitability and found to be
inaccurate for the purpose of determination of global earthquake risk or activity to which
the experiment is geared. Because USGS formula relies in part on human reports via the
Shakemap and Did You Feel It (DYFI) mobile app services, there are many days in which
large events in low populous areas or areas with low mobile phone access are not recorded
as noteworthy at all. There is particular bias to USA based events due to the sheer number
of citizens who participate in the mobile reporting services. This can lead to events as low
as magnitude 3.5 being marked as “significant” purely because many thousands of people
report it via the mobile app services. Whereas a just off coast 6.0 in Vanuatu on the same
day might not be marked as such. It is however notable that with few exceptions days with
low magnitude significant events happen on days with 6+ magnitude events elsewhere.
The principal goal of the experiment is to determine if the forecast model is skilful in
determining large upward trends in significant earthquake activity. To this end the
retrieved earthquake data was categorised according to 2 criteria.
•
•

USGS Significance rating
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/browse/significant.php, USGS 2016)
Days with > 6.0 magnitude events

The algorithm for significance used for this test is therefore: Sig = TRUE if( Event is
classified significant by USGS, or 1 or more events on day >= 6.o Magnitude )
All days with significant events were entered into the spreadsheet and graphed. The graph
is shown in Illustration 6.

Illustration 6: Days on which significant earthquakes were observed

Calculating the forecast skill
The author considered many methodologies by which to judge the performance of the
forecast. The “Odds Ratio Skill Score” and “contingency table method” employed here is
based on the work of (Agresti A, and Coull, 1998) and reported with clarity by Stephenson
and Thorne in their concise paper “How to judge the quality and value of weather forecast
products ” ( Thornes, J. E. and Stephenson, D. B., 2001 ). It was eventually chosen because
of the likely familiarity of the reader and the common trust ascribed to it as a means of
fairly presenting the value and skill of weather forecasts in a way which demonstrates
several key point indicators.
First a contingency table is created (table 3) in which one records the forecast events and
observed events in a 2x2 confusion matrix or contingency table.
Observed
Forecast

Quake

No quake

Total

Quake

a=45

b=44

89

No quake

c=27

d=68

95

Total

72

112

184

Table 3: A contingency table is created according to the following criteria.
a= Earthquake forecast and earthquake observed (correct)
b= Earthquake forecast and no earthquake observed (type 2 error)
c= No earthquake forecast and earthquake observed (type 1 error)
d= No earthquake forecast and no earthquake observed (correct)
Using the data in table 3 we can now calculate the variables required for skill evaluation:
•
•
•
•

Bias
Miss Rate
Hit Rate
False Alarm Rate

Illustration 7: The forecast data in Illustration 5 (top) was graphed against the data in Illustration
6 and stacked to visualise the days forecast as significant against the actual days which produced
significant events.

Illustration 8: Significant events and 3 day average risk forecast
Referring to the results in table 4 :The bias is useful for judging if the model over forecasts in an attempt to increase hit rates.
Ideally in a perfect model it will be closer to 1. The bias B is derived from B=a+b/a+c and
for the 184 days in the contingency table 3, the bias B = 1.2361 which indicates some over
forecasting but only a small amount, therefore the model is not prone to simply saying that
there will be an earthquake everyday in order to forecast every event.
The miss rate M (table 4 C17) is calculated M= c/a+c = 0.375. In a perfect model with no
type 1 errors this would be 0.
The hit rate H (table 4 C18) is calculated H = (1-M)*(a/(a+c)) = 0.3906
The false alarm rate F (table 4 C19) is calculated F = b/(b+d) = 0.3929
Having calculated the required variables, we next calculate:
•
•
•
•

The Pierce skill score
Odds ratio and
Odds ratio skill score
Risk ratio

The odds ratio OR (table 4 C21) is defined as the ratio of the multiple of correct forecasts (a
× d) to the multiple of the incorrect forecasts (b × c) and for the data in table 3, OR =
2.5758.
The odds ratio skill score ORSS (table 4 C22) is calculated as ORSS= ((ad)-(bc))/((ad)+
(bc)) = 0.4407 for the data in table 3. The ORSS returns a value between -1 and +1.
Where -1 would indicate that the forecast was exactly inverse to the observed, 0 would
imply no skill at all and +1 would imply perfect skill.
The Pierce skill score PSS (table 4 C20) or Kuipers performance index (Murphy, A. H., and
H. Daan., 1985) is calculated PSS= 1 – M – F = 0.2321. In general, the closer the PSS is to
1 the better.

Having calculated several variables of forecast performance one can now look to frame the
confidence level, standard deviation and sampling error of the forecast. The forecast data
presented in table 3 covers a period of 184 days where every day was a blind forecast based
on the model. The forecast uses no previous seismological data (e.g trends and historic
information) and so each day is an independent blind forecast of simply “Yes there will be”
or “No there will not be” a significant event within 24 hours or less. This is comparable to
predicting if it will rain or not on any given day in a chosen range without considering if it
rained at some other time in the past.

Table 4: Earthquake Forecast Data
The results in table 4 show that in the “184 days forecast” there were 72 days on which
there was a significant earthquake (weather). In the range of these 72 days the model
exactly forecasted 42 days. There were 112 days on which no significant earthquakes
occurred and the model correctly forecasted 68 of those. It is not difficult to see that the
model was quite conservative in its forecasts for days with significant earthquakes and this
is reflected in the low bias result of 1.2361. The sample range of 184 days is of sufficient
size to test the model's skill. The observed events graph in Illustration 6 also clearly shows
that events often come in tight groups, and for that reason it is almost impossible to guess
by chance if you consider this as a blind guessing game. Therefore to identify skill one
needs to account for the model's ability to forecast tight groups and interim quiescent
periods.
Confidence there is skill
We can state how confident we are that the predictions from the model and the actual
events are not 'independent' (i.e the forecast was a chance result) by the use of a
“confidence interval”.
According to table 4 (C21), the OR of the forecast is OR = 2.5758.
Next we calculate the confidence interval itself. This is a range of values between which the
odds ratio should lie in order to determine the statistical significance of the result. The
confidence interval should not include the value 1 because the value 1 signifies that the
range includes an equal probability that your result is due to chance. For example a

confidence interval of 0.8 – 1.9 essentially tells us that our result is also due to chance.
We calculate the confidence interval for testing the odds ratio by first calculating the
standard error of the odds ratio using SE LN (OR)=SQRT((1/A)+(1/B)+(1/C)+(1/D)) and
return the result in cell F20 in table 4. Therefore: SE LN(OR)=0.3110. The lower
confidence interval for 95% is then calculated as: H26=F18-1.96*F20 = 1.4003. The upper
index is calculated as: I26=F18+1.96*F20 = 4.7380. This is shown in table 4 - cells
G,H,I:28.
Therefore by referring to table 4 we can determine that for an OR of 2.5758 there is
confidence that the forecast has skill.
The risk ratio skill is calculated similarly to the odds ratio. A risk ratio of 1.77 (G29) is
comfortably within the 95% confidence interval of 1.217 to 2.600 (H29,I29)
Confidence interval summary
The odds ratio and risk ratio scores each fall comfortably in the ≥ 95% confidence interval.
The p-Value
The p-Value is a generally accepted method of determining whether the null-hypothesis
may be rejected or not. The null-hypothesis of this experiment is “that the planets are not
related to seismic activity”. According to Wikipedia - “A result is said to be statistically
significant if it allows us to reject the null hypothesis. That is, as per the reductio ad
absurdum reasoning, the statistically significant result should be highly improbable if the
null hypothesis is assumed to be true”. (Wikipedia 2016). The value ≤ 0.05 being the most
common p-Value to determine significance or not.
The Fisher exact test is considered by many as the gold standard by which to judge
statistical significance. The Fisher exact test p-Value of the forecast was calculated at
0.0025 (table 4: cell F16). If a p-Value ≤ 0.05 is the 95% confidence standard, by any
assumptions, a p-Value of 0.0025 is considered to be of extremely high statistical
significance.
The Chi-Square p-Value for the forecast is 0.0021 with a Chi-Square distribution of 9.547
with 1 degree of freedom. Referring to table 4 (H22-I22) we see that the Chi-Square
distribution is within the 99% confidence interval.
P-Value summary
In simple terms, the result: p=0.0025, means that the probability of obtaining a forecast of
the demonstrated accuracy if the null-hypothesis were true is 0.0025. On these grounds
the null-hypothesis is rejected in the strongest terms.
Conclusion
The author accepts there are many ways to judge the forecast. Consequently the implied
relationship between the model hypothesis and the observable events is open for (further)
interpretation and discussion. According to Stephenson, the contention around the
subject of the use of 2x2 contingency tables is still very much alive. Quoting M. H. Doolittle
(1888) : “Having given the number of instances respectively in which things are both thus and so, in which
they are thus but not so, in which they are so but not thus, and in which they are neither thus nor so, it is
required to eliminate the general quantitative relativity inhering in the mere thingness of the things, and to
determine the special quantitative relativity subsisting between the thusness and the soness of the things. ”

(Stephenson, 2000). To evaluate the statistical performance of the presented earthquake
forecasts, I have used or applied many of the same methods accepted by commercial

meteorologists. The statistical analysis reveals that the model demonstrates real skill over
acceptable advanced periods of time (i.e. six months) at ≥ 95% confidence levels. By using
commercially acceptable methods of judgement used worldwide by weather forecasters,
insurance providers, governments and NGO's, I am confident that a fair and honest
statement of the facts is presented. Given that the forecast is derived solely from planetary
orbital elements of our solar system bodies (including the Moon and Pluto), and taking
into account that the model has no reliance upon past terrestrial data of any kind, the
author postulates that the results presented here indicate that the planets and earthquakes
are indeed related to some degree. If this is the case, then the implication is that five
decades of repeated debunking of planetary involvement in any terrestrial climate
phenomenon is either void or based on incorrect assumptions about the nature and
composition of the space-time field and its role in our climate. Previous attempts to link
planetary alignments to terrestrial and heliocentric events have failed repeatedly because
of a fundamental lack in understanding how gravity emerges in the space-time field.
Planetary alignments are not sufficient to calculate net effects. The observed correlation
can only be identified with a (higher) degree of accuracy by using a model which includes
the ebb flow, the turbulence of space-time fields and the gravitational waves.
Do the planets influence Earth? From the evidence presented here it is logical to conclude
that the planets affect Earth crustal movements.
Notable factors and problems
Illustration 8 is perhaps the most interesting visualisation of the performance of the
forecast model. By using a 3 day average of the daily forecast risk, a more faithful
discrimination of contiguous periods of activity is seen. It is clear to the observer that a
majority of exactly missed events often fall only 1 day either side of a forecast event or
between periods of forecast and actual activity. The averaging technique, although
unfavourable “statistically” is very much more capable of demonstrating the experiments
primary goal of “forecasting in advance, periods of significantly increased seismic activity”.
Although the experiment herein demonstrated may lead the reader to consider that the
planets do indeed have an effect on the climate and seismology of Earth, it is in no way an
exact holistic science, and that … is precisely the whole point. From a purely forecast
performance standpoint, it is obvious that a number of significant events will be the result
of simple and complex terrestrial induced phenomenon such as aftershocks, volcanic
activity and more readily understood behaviours of tectonics. The author admits
sometimes these events will be in favour of the forecast, but conversely there is equal
opportunity that they are against it. What is being implied here is that space-time density
has an effect on how any action plays out. It may be equally possible that changes in the
theorised distortions sometimes will reduce the scale of an event or even prevent it. To
this end I present a simple thought experiment entitled “The Book Shelf”.
The Book Shelf
If we have a book shelf upon which are several books arranged so that the last book is close
to the end of the shelf, and we then consider a large vehicle passing by at discreet intervals
(quantisation). Each pass of the large vehicle vibrating the end book closer to the end of
the shelf. If then one one particular day a very small vehicle passes by and its tiny
vibration causes the book to finally fall, is it the small vehicle or the large vehicle that
predicated the books ultimate fall? Is there also the possibility that the large vehicle may at
times vibrate the book so as it moves further toward safety?

Such a thought experiment demonstrates the fickle fate of chaotic systems during system
evolution. The only way to determine if the large vehicle is connected is to measure many
falls of the book and assign a probability that more books fall after being exposed to large
vehicle vibrations over a chosen time frame. Current scientific methods have looked at the
effect of planets with respect to a “closed and narrow minded” idea of Newtonian gravity
and tidal forces. Which is comparable to only considering which vehicle was passing when
the book fell. Considering “The Book Shelf”, the reader can understand the folly of such
methodologies with respect to non-linear systems.
Future research
The model and results described herein are not limited to the prediction of earthquakes.
Using the model it has been possible to retrospectively identify over 81% of El Nino years
(Forshaw Scot D., 2016) and this aspect of research is an equally important future path.
The role of Solar Neutrinos is to be explored much further as there is speculative evidence
that better understanding of their generation, mutation and propagation hold one of the
keys to understanding the material nature of the space-time field itself. Although the
experiment goal is to review the performance of the forecast as an earthquake forecasting
tool on a global wide level, the reader may find it interesting to see how the method is
being developed for future use as a more location specific tool.
Illustration 10 shows the calculated location of the space-time distortion. The red and
yellow regions each depicting areas of similar density (not unlike a surface pressure chart).
The region in which the two colours meet is a “front”. At the time of the Ecuador
earthquake, the model clearly predicted that a strong front was developing. This technique
is still highly experimental and the example very low resolution, however it has shown
many results similar to the above in numerous data runs. Illustration 11 shows the actual
model output for the the 16th April. The red region in sector 7F emerges rapidly from the
15th to the 16th.

Illustration 10: Gaussian analysis of the forecast space-time distortion on April 16th 2016 at 12:00
UTC (left) and at the time of the Ecuador 7.8 event (right)

Illustration 11: A large distortion (front) develops rapidly during the time of the Ecuador event of
April 16th 2016

Illustration 12: Using superfluid distortion modelling to generate accurate solar activity patterns
The superfluid distortion modelling technique shown in Illustration 10 has many
applications particularly in the modelling of solar stresses.
In Illustration 12 the solar sunspot activity for the month of April 2016 is graphed and

presented alongside two model snapshots. The 4 th February snapshot (centre) showing a
visibly large predicted distortion and the same for 17 th February (right) showing a much
reduced anomaly. These images correlate very accurately with the observed activity
recorded in the graph (left). An evaluation of this process as a means to forecast or predict
solar activity was run for several continuous years and in all cases the correlation was very
close and by visual inspection it was possible to blindly identify many periods of increased
solar activity. Efforts are now underway to train AI networks to recognise the
configuration of distortion maps from a visual perspective in order to generate automated
forecast data over large periods.
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